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ABSTRACT 

In Recent years a world where innovation is universal. Due to the universal existence of innovation, 

the pedagogy of Teaching approach has actually likewise gone through a transformation. The expression "e-

Learning" or "Technology in education" has actually ended up being the watchword in all academic 

environments. Instilling technology into education is actually essential as it fulfils the requirements of modern 

trainees. The class environment today is totally various from the conventional class. Standard approaches that 

rely mainly on teaching and memory learning decrease the knowing of English to mechanical memorization 

and come a cropper in the advancement of English as an ability amongst trainees. New technology such as the 

Web, YouTube, Skype, tweeters, blog sites, cell phones, interactive white boards and numerous others have 

actually included not just support, however likewise student engagement and real interactivity within the 

class. Teachers can engage students to end up being specialists in English utilizing ingenious ELT methods 

such as English tunes, film clippings, theatre efficiencies, ads, sports commentary and lots of others. This file 

highlights the requirement to make English lessons simple and enjoyable through ingenious ELT techniques. 

This is done mostly by briefly evaluating standard teaching techniques in India and after that concentrating on 

the setup of ICT tools in the ELT. This research study talks about the schedule of numerous ICT tools and 

their useful usages. 

Keywords: ELT in India, E-Learning tools, ICT and foreign language. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We reside in a period of information surge. 

As soon as there was an appetite for 

details, today we drowned in the waterfall 

of information. E-learning is a catalytic 

representative, because it has actually 

attained a victorious entry into education 

in the last years and just a layperson would 

reject that it did not bring considerable 

advantages to instructors and trainees. E-

learning tools are altering the world we 

reside in and the method we find out to 

live. New applications of electronic 

knowing tools such as information and 

communicationtechnology (ICT), that 

include interaction gadgets or applications 

that cover the radio; tv, in addition to the 

most recent digital innovations, such as 

projectors, interactive white boards, i-pads, 

blog sites, computer systems, Web, 

electronic cameras, audio devices, 

scanners, printers, emails, 

videoconferences and lots of others, are 

not simply affects and Supports what is 

discovered in schools, institution of higher 

learnings, however likewise supports 

modifications in the method trainees find 

out. 

 

2. PREVIOUS PATTERN IN TEACHING 

ENGLISH 

Languageteaching in basic and teaching English 

(ELT) in specific have actually altered 

substantially over the centuries. When English got 

in the student curriculum as a mandatory topic, it 

was an obstacle for English instructors to teach 

foreign trainees, however they taught English as a 

topic of "Understanding", not as a topic of 

"Abilities". The primary goal was to teach them to 

pass just examinations. They embraced the 

"Technique of grammatical translation" in which 

the instructor utilized to discuss every word to the 

trainees in the mother tongue so that they 

comprehended and discovered English. This 
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technique neglects the advancement of trainees' 

oral abilities, it is still popular amongst bulk 

instructors in a customized method. Lots of other 

approaches were likewise utilized, such as the 

multilingual technique, the direct approach, the 

audio-lingual approach, the structural technique 

and the situational mentor, the mentor of 

communicative language, and so on, however no 

approach was thought about ideal. Ever since, ELT 

appears to swing like a pendulum in between the 

extremes of the approach, given that language 

instructors have actually looked for a much better 

and more reliable mentor approach. The ELT 

patterns that were really popular in the past have 

actually vanished today and have actually been 

changed by ingenious ELT approaches. 

 

3. CONTEMPORARY TRENDS 

IN TEACNING ENGLISH 

The 21st century faces its people with 

brand-new alternatives, chances and 

difficulties due to the common innovation 

in all spheres of life. In this age, 

universities cannot stay basic locations for 

the transmission of a recommended set of 

info from the instructor to the trainee for a 

specific time period, however universities 

need to promote "discovering to discover", 

i.e. the acquisition of understanding and 

abilities that allow long-lasting knowing. It 

ends up being the duty of instructors to 

adhere appropriately to fulfil the 

requirements of the day. 

The requirement of the day is to gear up 

individuals with understanding of the 

English language and this is possible just 

with a suitable mix of building tools and 

electronic knowing (contemporary 

innovations). The standard paradigms of 

mentor and knowing have actually been 

shaken by the effect of the combination of 

e-learning tools into academic practices. E-

learning is a large range of tools and 

technological systems that can be utilized 

by capable and innovative instructors to 

enhance mentor and finding out scenarios. 

These are utilized to make finding out 

more intriguing, inspiring, promoting and 

significant for trainees. These tools have 

actually been promoted as possibly 

effective allowing tools for education 

modification and reform, as they are 

making excellent development in 

integrating digital innovations and 

discovering the English language. 

4. UTILIZE OF E-LEARNING TOOLS OF 

IN TEACNING ENGLISH 

4.1 Utilizing Web in teaching English 

The Web is not just a source of genuine English 

product, however likewise a source of info in the 

type of posts, courses, conferences and numerous 

others. The instructor can send out the jobs to the 

trainees through email and can likewise take online 

tests. Parents can see their kids’ work online at any 

time. Trainees do not lose lessons as they can now 

see an online cam variation and get spreadsheets 

and electronic notes on the online white boards. 

Schools are linked in a network and collaborate on 

jobs and prepare products online. Each school has 

its own site. Numerous programs are likewise 

readily available on the Web that trainees can 

utilize free of charge. Spelling Bee is among those 

Web resources that assist trainees compose words in 

English. The instructor can likewise select the level 

of problem he wants to train his trainees. 

 

4.2  Utilizing Twitter in teaching English 

Twitter, a present of innovative technology, is a 

social networks application that might assist 

enhance trainees' English to a higher degree. As a 

technological tool for online education, the effect of 

Twitter in engaging trainees in discovering ideas is 

endless. The instructor can utilize a lots activities to 

utilize an online instructional innovation tool to 

engage trainees in class activities to establish a 

much better understanding of ideas. 

The instructor can choose any category for the story 

and begin the activity with a story that is tweeted to 

the trainees to add to the plot. When all individuals 

in the Twitter network have actually added to the 

advancement of the story, the instructor can 

examine their work. This includes modifying, plot 

structure, imaginative writing and the appropriate 

usage of grammar. 

The instructor can ask trainees to choose a word of 

the week and tweet it on the net asking for 

synonyms, homonyms and revers of the word. 
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When all the responses have actually been gotten, 

the instructor can validate the precision and 

establish a connection of challenging words to 

reinforce the trainees' vocabulary. 

The instructor can likewise perform online 

conversations by means of Twitter. It can be 

finished with trainees of the very same class or 

trainees of various classes on the twitter network of 

the class. Examples consist of "The pen is more 

effective than the sword", the effect of junk food on 

health and lots of others. 

4.3 Utilizing YouTube 

YouTube videos can be utilized in an ELT class for 

numerous elements of English, for instance to 

enhance vocabulary, accents, pronunciations, 

singing modulation and lots of others. The genuine 

benefit of utilizing YouTube to teach English is that 

it provides genuine examples of daily English 

utilized by normal individuals. The instructor can 

utilize it as a tool to enhance his listening and 

speaking abilities, reading and writing. The 

instructor can pick a part of the movie proper for 

the level of the trainees and can reveal those movies 

to the trainees. For the very first time, you can shut 

off the volume and ask trainees to enjoy the film 

thoroughly. Later on, you can ask the trainees to 

view the film when again and this time you can ask 

the trainees to frame the film clip discussions at the 

exact same time. This will enhance your speaking 

abilities. Another activity to enhance their speaking 

abilities might be: the instructor can reveal the 

trainees a picked part of the movie and after that ask 

to inform the remainder of the movie's story or the 

climax of the movie. This will increase your 

imagination and your language. The instructor can 

likewise prepare worksheets in movie clippings 

ahead of time and ask trainees to finish those 

worksheets while they see the movies. This can be 

an excellent activity to enhance your listening and 

composing abilities. The instructor can likewise ask 

trainees to compose a paragraph about the movie 

like: "If you were the hero of the motion picture ..." 

Or "What, in your viewpoint, should be the title of 

the motion picture?" enhanced through YouTube, as 

news headings are offered for seeing on YouTube. 

Given that the news is summed up extremely 

rapidly (in the very first minute for the video listed 

below), the instructor can ask the trainees to listen 

to the news headings and put them in order (where 

they will have the titles in a pamphlet). 

 

4.4 Utilizing Smart-boards 

Interactive white boards are an excellent 

replacement for conventional white boards or flip 

charts, as they supply methods to reveal trainees 

whatever that can be provided on a computer 

system desk for academic software application, sites 

and others. Smart cards assist instructors utilize a 

student-centred technique to mentor language arts. 

Language arts instructors can utilize smartboards to 

enhance reading and understanding and teach 

grammar and writing. With a smartboard, 

instructors can integrate video, audio, web surfing 

and data processing to teach trainees interactively. 

The instructor can utilize the clever board to 

enhance trainees' language abilities in the video 

game technique. E.g. You can play "Pictogram" 

(Draw an image and think the word). With more 

youthful trainees, profession spelling is popular. 

Word video games are a fantastic method to 

develop classes and evaluation vocabulary. It can 

utilize anagrams or blended sentences for Trainees 

or it can likewise request for synonyms or antonyms 

or words of vocabulary or positioning. The 

instructor can utilize various colours when 

composing. E.g. Throughout the mentor of 

grammar, the instructor can utilize the blue pen for 

nouns, the yellow colour for verbs, the red colour 

for adjectives and green adverbs. 

4.5 Utilizing Podcasting 

Today, trainees listen to news, music and video 

through the Web. They are no longer enjoying films 

at the theatre or on tv, however through computer 

systems and portable DVD gamers. The instructor 

can reach these trainees in a brand-new method, ie 

through podcasts. A podcast is a series of digital 

media files dispersed online utilizing syndication 

sources for playback on portable media gamers and 

computer systems. Making use of podcasts in the 

class is extremely basic. The instructor can 

download numerous totally free ESL podcasts on 

the Web for usage in the class. He/ she can appoint 

a podcast activity for the activity and form a 

conversation on the subject the next day. The 

instructor can likewise designate a music podcast 

that presents trainees to the culture and the method 

the language is utilized artistically or to news 

channels through which the trainee can likewise 

discover using articulation and Stress. 
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4.6 Utilizing Skype 

Using Skype deals limitless possibilities for 

instructors and trainees to work together with each 

other throughout the world. It uses huge chances for 

trainees of a foreign language class to get in touch 

with lessons from other nations to practice their 

language abilities. Through Skype, instructors can 

supply tutoring or house assistance for trainees. 

Trainees can check out, present or act for other 

trainees and likewise team up with other trainees on 

composing or research study jobs. They can 

likewise take part in expert advancement activities 

within or outside the school district. 

 

4.7 Utilizing Blog site 

Blog sites have actually ended up being 

significantly popular, specifically in the field of 

education, as they are an excellent method to share 

details and produce conversations. Rather of 

conventional books and approaches, numerous 

teachers choose to utilize these brand-new strategies 

to teach trainees and acquire experience with 

different types of socials media. Developing a 

course blog site does not need to be made complex. 

Educators can utilize a totally free platform like 

BlogSpot, Word press or Tumbler to host the blog 

site. Today, blog sites can likewise show images 

and some individuals utilize them with audio and 

even video. The instructor ought to motivate 

trainees to check out the blog site regularly. He 

must react rapidly to the trainees' posts by 

composing a brief remark about the material. He 

needs to likewise ask concerns about what the 

trainee composes to produce a stimulus for 

composing. It might be required to compose on the 

blog site and it can be part of the class examination. 

Trainees must be motivated to release their 

composing jobs on the blog site rather of providing 

them to the instructor. 

4.8 Utilizing Mobile Phones 

Using smart phones as a learning tool has a wide 

array of applications. The instructor can ask trainees 

to make a photographic documentary utilizing the 

electronic camera function on their smart phones. 

The instructor can designate a documentary topic to 

the trainees. After taking an enough variety of 

pictures, trainees can publish the documentaries 

they have actually prepared on sites such as Flicker 

and compose narrative descriptions for each image 

to be shown their instructors, schoolmates, friends 

and family. Rather of drawing a dictionary, trainees 

can merely utilize their translator and rather of 

looking for books in a literary work, they can 

discover books online and attend to a particular 

word. 

5. Conclusion 

Because English has actually ended up 

being a universal language, its existence 

and worth on the planet has actually 

considerably broadened in current years. If 

language instructors teach as they have 

actually taught in the past, the objectives 

needed for discovering English might not 

be accomplished in the existing worldwide 

circumstance. In the past, trainees were not 

used efficient, imaginative and positive 

activities to establish the four language 

abilities. With the altering needs of time 

(time), innovativetechnology establishes 

day after day. We reside in the 21st 

century and it is the period of 

technological development. The current 

pattern in teaching English is the usage of 

modern-day technological tools, 

considering that the teaching of English 

has actually been highly affected by the 

availability of these tools. 
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